
Test of the Sintillating Fiber Traker Prototype for MICEM.Yoshida, A. Horikoshi, H. Sakamoto (Osaka U.), K. Sakai (U. Tokyo), K. Yoshimura(KEK), and the MICE traker groupThe international ionization ooling experiment (MICE) will be arried out from 2007 toverify the e�et of ionization ooling with muon beam from ISIS of the Rutherford AppletonLaboratory. In addition to the ooling hannel omposed with liquid-hydrogen absorbers andhigh-gradient RF avities, partile detetors are also neessary to measure the beam emittanebefore and after the ooling hannel. The traker based on 350 �m sintillating �ber dopedwith 3HF dye will be used in MICE. Due to the low light yield from suh �ne �bers, the photodetetor, VLPC, with quantum eÆieny higher than 80% is employed.The beam test at KEK-PS �2 beam line was performed in 2005 to test the prototypetraker. The purpose of the experiment is to hek the ability of onstrution of the MICESiFi traker, to hek the alignment and light yields with high-momentum pions injeted,and to demonstrate traking in 1-Tesla solenoid magneti �eld with low momentum muons.Figure 1 shows photographs of the traker prototype and the ryostat for 2048-hannel VLPCprepared for the beam test. The traker has 4 stations of sintillating �ber plane, and lear�bers are attahed to the stations to extrat sintillation light to VLPC. The newly-developedryostat ooled by a ryoooler worked to ool VLPC down to 7 K quite stably in the testperiod over one month.The beam momentum was suessfully measured with the traker prototype embedded inthe 1-Tesla solenoid magneti �eld. The reonstruted transverse and longitudinal momentumdistributions are shown in Fig.2. The measured distributions are well reprodued by thesimulation, and the results will be fed bak to the modeling of MICE SiFi traker.
Figure 1: Pitures of the traker prototype (left) and the ryostat for 2048-hannel VLPC(right).

Figure 2: Distributions of reonstruted longitudinal (left) and transverse (right) momentum ofthe 250 MeV/ muon beam at KEK-PS �2 beam line. The horizontal axes indiate momentumin MeV/. The red histograms is MC and the blak is DATA.1


